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2. The applications of meteorological 

satellite data
3. Future Program of Chinese Meteorological 
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FY Consists 
Polar and 

stationary  
Meteorologic
eorological 
Satellite

ta from FY 

a from FY 
eorological 
Satellites is 
Open 

FY Meteorological Satellite is a Part of  WMO Global  Meteorological 
Satellite Observation  Network

1.  Current Chinese Meteorological 
Satellites
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FY-1D: The Chinese Polar-
orbiting Operational Satellite  

launched on May 15, 
2002
10-Channels 
Radiometer
Operation is now over 
design life and still 
health in operation
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Zoom in
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Dust storm
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Global Multi-Orbit Mosaic Image
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FY-2C: The First Operational 
Geostationary Satellite In China

launched on Oct. 19, 2004;
Located at 105ºE
5-Chanels  Radiometer
More frequent observations during 

the main flooding season (June –
August)

half-hourly image (48 images each 
day)
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A half hour observation animation
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2. The applications of 
meteorological satellite data

2.1. Severe Weather Monitoring

2.2. Natural Disaster Monitoring 

2.3. Environment Monitoring
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2.1. Applications in Severe Weather2.1. Applications in Severe Weather

Heavy rainfall Monitoring

Tropical cyclone monitoring

Dust Storm monitoring

Fog monitoring 
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This FY-2C picture animation shows a heavy rainfall process. We can know the 

creating ,developing and moving of the rainfall system.

(1) Heavy rainfall Monitoring
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IR image and cloud classification

we can get cloud classification information from the image, this
data can be used for precipitation cloud cluster discern. 

Heavy rainfall Monitoring
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Precipitation Estimation

Heavy rainfall Monitoring
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Using FY-1D data, we can get more detail information about rainstorm 
distribution.

Heavy rainfall Monitoring
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The chart of  Tropical cyclone track

(2) Tropical Cyclone Monitoring
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FY-2C tropical cyclone monitoring image animation
Tropical cyclone Monitoring
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North Latitude  　２０.９o

East Longitude １２７.８o

Eye Diameter　 ５０km

Using FY-1D high resolution image, we can know more detail 
information about typhoon center

Tropical cyclone Monitoring
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Katrina Katrina 
Hurricane  Hurricane  
In USAIn USA

Using Local Delayed Picture Transmission (LDPT) Image to monitor tropical cyclone in other country
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This picture shows a severe dust storm procedure .The yellow area is dust storm 
area. We can see the dust storm is approaching Beijing area.

(3) Dust Storm Monitoring
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This animation is from FY-2C, it shows the movement and change of 
dust storms, it shows dust storms was getting stronger when they moved 
from the west to east. 

Dust Storm Monitoring
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Dust Intensity Information derived from satellite data

We can also evaluate the dust storm intensity from FY-2C satellite 
data. The different color shows different intensity.

Dust Storm Monitoring
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Coming from Mongolia  , 
passing through the 
Hunsandake sands land and 
the north of hebei province.

Coming from Inner Mongolia  , 
passing through Zhangjiakou in 
Hebei province.

Coming from Yellow soil  plateau , 
passing through north of Shanxi
province.

Beijing

From the dust storms monitoring in recent years, we get three main tracks 

of dust storms affected Beijing region.



25These two images show the fog area (left) and the Vertical  Depth (right) of the fog. of the fog. 

Vertical  Depth

Fog Monitoring Image

(4) Fog Monitoring
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Visibility image of  Fog

Fog Monitoring
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2.2. Applications in Natural 2.2. Applications in Natural 
Disaster MonitoringDisaster Monitoring

Fire Monitoring
Snow Monitoring
Flood Monitoring
Drought  Monitoring
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In October of 2004, a huge forest fire happened in the Northeast Part of China. 

Using the satellite data, we can quickly find out  the range of the  fire field. 

(1) Fire Monitoring
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The fire in very  small  size can be detected. The minimum size of fire detected is 
0.002 km2. 

Fire Monitoring
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We can also evaluate the size of stricken area caused by 
fire quickly.

Fire Monitoring
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One hour animation of FY-2C fire monitoring image
Fire Monitoring
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This is one day snow coverage monitoring image using FY-1D,the grey color is snow, 
white color is the cloud. We can find that most part of the north of China was covered by 
the snow...

FY-1D SNOW 
COVER 
MONITORIN
G Image 
(December 
25, 2002)

(2) Snow Monitoring
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Snow Disaster in Xin
Jiang Province
(Feb. 21, 2005) 

This image shows the snow coverage in Xinjiang province, the white region is the snow area.
Some counties in the snow region got the snow disaster and thousSome counties in the snow region got the snow disaster and thousand of sheep died of thick and of sheep died of thick 
snow cover. snow cover. 

Snow Monitoring
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FY2C
snow cover

Snow days in one month

Snow Monitoring
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FY-1D 
monitoring 
the water 
overflow 
along 
Yellow River

(3) Flood Monitoring
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Original waterThis is the flood monitoring image for Huaihe river, red color is flooded area, and blue 
color is the normal water body. From this image, we can see the flood area along Huaihe
river  is quite large.

Flood Monitoring

Huaihe River Flood Monitoring  ( June 7, 2003)
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Drought Monitoring (April 20-30, 2002)

This drought monitoring image This drought monitoring image shows that most part of north China suffered from the 
drought in this period. The brown color means severe drought, pink color means the moderate 
drought, yellow color is the slight drought.  

(4) Drought Monitoring
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FY-2C 
Drought 
Monitoring 
Image

Drought Monitoring
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Vegetation Growth
Water Body Change
Ice Monitoring
Sea Sedimentation
Blue Green Alga Monitoring
Heat Island Monitoring

2.3 Applications in  2.3 Applications in  
Environment monitoringEnvironment monitoring
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Vegetation GrowthVegetation Growth

NDVI Image in first ten days of March, 2005

NDVI Difference Image 
(Mar. 01-10,2005  vs  Mar. 01-10,2004 ))



41This FY-1C image shows sea ice cover in Bohai sea.  

Sea Ice Monitoring

Ice MonitoringIce Monitoring
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Sleet and Ice Monitoring to Yellow River

This is the sleet and ice monitoring image, every winter time, the Yellow river has 
sleet and ice and some time it block the Yellow river and got flood. In this image, the 
white color in the river is sleet and ice.

Ice Monitoring
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This image shows The overflowed water caused by sleet and ice blocked in 
Yellow River.

Overflowed water caused by sleet and ice
Ice Monitoring
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Water Body Change in Lakes and Reservoir

This is the water body This is the water body 
change monitoring image change monitoring image 
for  lakes. Comparing for  lakes. Comparing 
these two images, we can these two images, we can 
see the size of the lake in see the size of the lake in 
September is much September is much 
bigger than that of June. bigger than that of June. 
because there is good because there is good 
rainfall during the rainfall during the 
summer.summer.

September

June
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These consecutive blue green These consecutive blue green alga monitoring images show the change of blue green a monitoring images show the change of blue green 

alga distribution in alga distribution in TaihuTaihu Lake.Lake.

Blue green alga Monitoring
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Sea Sedimentation

This is the sedimentation monitoring image in This is the sedimentation monitoring image in theYellowtheYellow river mouth. The red color river mouth. The red color 
means the silt concentration is very high. means the silt concentration is very high. 
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Heat Island Monitoring

These two heat island monitoring images show the ground temperatThese two heat island monitoring images show the ground temperature in Beijing city ure in Beijing city 
is about 4is about 4--6 degree higher than the suburb. And we also can see the area of6 degree higher than the suburb. And we also can see the area of this city is this city is 
enlarge quickly.enlarge quickly.
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All these products are provided to 
meteorological office and related 
government departments and widely used 
in weather forecast, climate prediction, 
natural disaster reduction and environment 
protection.
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Web Site for Products Dissemination
http://Dear.cma.gov.cn

Typhoon

Dust Snow

Weather 
information

Forest 
Fire Flood
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Polar Series Geostationary Series

FY-1A
1B
1C
1D

FY-3A 
3B
3C

3H

FY-2A
2B
2C
2D
2E

FY-4A

-4B

-4C

…

First 
Generation

Second 
Generation

First 
Generation

Second 
Generation

3. Future Program of FY Satellites 
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Future Program of FY Satellites
----The Meteorological Satellite of Polar Orbit

The fist satellite of the second generation of 
FY-3 series will be launched in 2007. It has the 
capability of providing following service:
The global sounding of atmospheric thermal and moisture 
structures with 3-dimension;
The cloud and precipitation parameters;   
The global monitoring images of natural disasters and 
environment changes;
The geophysical parameters of global climate changes.
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Future Program of FY Satellites --
-- Geostationary Meteorological Satellite

FY-2D to be launched before the end of 2006
FY-2E to be launched in 2009

FY2 C/D/E will be in operation up to 2012
FY-4 series is the second generation of 
geostationary satellite. It is going to be 
launched after 2012.
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4. Conclusion

China has built the operational meteorological 
satellite system with the combination of both 
polar and geostationary meteorological satellites;
The applications of satellite data has made great 
successes in the fields of weather forecast, global 
climate changes research, disaster reduction and 
environmental monitoring;
Any country can receive the data products free of 
charge through the installation of receivers.
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Thank you for your Thank you for your 
attention !attention !
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